DOMINATOR®
GEL EXTREME DEEP-CYCLE

SOLID GEL TECHNOLOGY MAKES THE DIFFERENCE!

- Longer Lasting Power
- More Cycle Life
- Completely Maintenance-Free
- Corrosion-Free
- U.S. Department of Transportation Approved for Airline Travel*
- Faster Recharge

CONVENTIONAL BATTERIES CAN LEAK ACID.

DEKA DOMINATOR BATTERIES WILL NOT SPILL OR LEAK, EVEN IF CASE IS OVERTURNED, PUNCTURED, CRACKED OR BROKEN.
DEKA DOMINATOR GEL EXTREME DEEP-CYCLE BATTERIES are designed to provide maximum power and life for deep cycle applications. The DOMINATOR contains electrolyte that is permanently locked in a thixotropic gel, instead of conventional messy liquid acid, offering many significant advantages over traditional liquid acid deep-cycle batteries. The DOMINATOR requires absolutely no maintenance, eliminating the need to check liquid levels or add water. The DOMINATOR also recharges substantially faster than conventional liquid acid batteries. Designed for convenient transportation, the DOMINATOR can be transported by air without the need for special containers. Because there is no liquid electrolyte to leak or spill from the battery, the DOMINATOR can be easily installed in hard-to-reach locations. The DOMINATOR is also extremely shock resistant under the most demanding conditions. While most conventional liquid acid batteries self-discharge at 10 to 25%, the DOMINATOR has a self-discharge rate of less than 2% per month (at 77°F). This means that you can leave it for months without worrying about recharging. The gelled construction also eliminates vibration damage to plates.

Potential Applications for the Deka Dominator Gel Battery:
- Communication Equipment
- Control Equipment
- Emergency Lighting
- Emergency Power Supply Systems
- Security Systems
- Wheelchairs

For 6-volt batteries, charge to at least 6.9 volts but no more than 7.3 volts at 77°F (25°C). For maximum durability, power and life.

THE DOMINATOR DIFFERENCE
- Longer running time and life than comparable wet cell batteries.
- No water needed - totally maintenance-free.
- Spillproof - eliminates acid spills and terminal corrosion.
- Flexibility - can be installed in any position (upside-down not recommended).
- Superior resistance to vibration damage.

WARRANTY VOID IF OPERATED OR IMPROPERLY CHARGED. Do not install in a sealed container. Constant under or overcharging will damage any battery and shorten its life! Use a good constant potential, voltage-regulated charger.

NOMINAL
All batteries manufactured in polypropylene cases and covers except where noted.
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